
 
 

PARTS ENCLOSED:

(A) Screws (5)

(B) Plastic anchor (5)

(C) Hangman wall bracket (1)

(D) Bubble Level (1)

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION:

1. Unpack all the parts and place them on a protected work surface.

TOOLS NEEDED:

C.

A.

B.

Wall Hardware

wallwall

Mirror Mirror

(The Screws and Toggle Anchors are meant for drywall only)

HAND-CARVED ROCOCO LARGE DRESSER MIRROR - ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

2. Hold mirror at desired location. With a pencil, mark the top outside
arch of the mirror on the wall. These marks will be used to determine
the location of the wall bracket (C).

This hanging system is meant for drywall/stud mounting only. If wall is concrete,
brick or plaster, please consult your local hardware store for assistance. For safety
and ease of mounting, we recommend using two people during installation. 

5. Mount the Rosette Mirror to the wall by sliding the mirror until the mount bracket
rests on the wall bracket (C).

To clean, wipe gently with a soft, dry cloth.
Avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners, as they may damage
the mirror’s finish.

3. Measure down from the top of the mirror to the top of the mounting hardware.
Mark these measurements on the wall and drill holes into the marks
using the electric drill. Use the bubble level (D) to ensure the placement of the
wall bracket  is straight.(C)

Electronic stud finder, #2 “L” Phillips screwdriver,
drill with #2 “L” Phillips bit, pencil

4. Insert the wall anchors (B) into the holes. Attach the wall bracket (C)by installing the
screws (A) into the wall anchors with a #2 “L” Phillips screwdriver or drill bit.



HAND-CARVED ROCOCO DRESSER MIRROR

NO. ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY

1

2

3

4

5

Screw-0.75” 2 PCS.

Screw-1.5” 2 PCS.

1 PC.

2 PCS.

2 PCS.

Steel Cable

Steel Brackets

Mini Anchors

PARTS INCLUDED:

A complete kit contains 1 set of the following

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Professional installation recommended

1. Tighten the metal bracket onto the wall and mirror piece with the help of the provided screw. For drywall
    mounting, mini anchors should be used with the screws.  

2. Tighten the steel cable (3) onto the brackets (4) on the wall and on the product as shown below.

3. Tighten the cord grip as required  and adjust the spacing with the wall accordingly.

WARNING

Serious or fatal crushing injuries can occur from mirror tip-over.

Use of tip-over restraints may only reduce, but not eliminate, the risk of tip-overs.

ANTI-TIP ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS


